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SINGLE LIVING-IN survey

‘We must understand the evolving requirement; sustain, retain, attract and
recruit the people we need; transform our people structures and training
system; and reward, empower and motivate our people to unlock their full
potential’
“There can be no higher priority than ensuring we have the people we
need. By focussing relentlessly on our strategic workforce challenges, we
will harness the full potential of our people and ensure that we retain and
recruit the right people with the skills we need, both now and in the future.
Our people work across Defence, but at every point they must continue to
feel fully part of the Royal Air Force.”

RAF Strategy 2017
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OUR ROLE
The role of the RAF Families Federation is to provide an independent voice for all RAF Service personnel
– Regular and Reserve, married, single or in a partnership - and their families. Our evidence is presented
to RAF and MoD staffs, as well as ministers across government, in order to provide a snapshot of current
issues and help support the delivery of future policies. We are charged by HQ Air with ensuring that single
personnel in particular are included within our remit.
The Federation provides a signposting service for those who need advice and guidance with a problem
or query and we work closely with RAF HQ Air Community Support Staff, the MoD, organisations such as
the RAF Association, RAF Benevolent Fund, SSAFA, Other Government Departments (OGD), NHS, private
companies and, especially, with local authorities in support of the AF Covenant.

INTRODUCTION
Many of the outcomes of this survey do not make easy reading but the issues our people have raised will
come as no surprise. Most are known about and, where possible, action is being taken to alleviate some of
them. It is the cumulative impact of the issues raised and the self-evident and growing sense of frustration
that many express that is of note.
The survey suggests that the quality of single accommodation and the state of the infrastructure at some
units is a real cause for concern and is having a marked impact on morale and the sense of being valued.
Equally, the new pension scheme is clearly a significant factor in people’s decision-making about their future
service. There is also a pervasive sense that civvy street pays better for many – but especially engineers- and
a feeling that the gap between the advantages and disadvantages of Service life is diminishing.

THE EVIDENCE
We are grateful to the 2,323 personnel who responded to the survey and provided over 8,000 comments
and opinions. This compares to circa 960 RAF personnel occupying Single Living Accommodation who
provided evidence to AFCAS 2016. This report summarises this significant body of evidence, providing the
main themes, issues and concerns captured. A number of comments received have also been used to help
articulate the flavour and depth of the issues raised.
The evidence we have captured is not statistically derived, nor is it intended to be so; AFCAS does that. What
our survey represents is a snapshot of how those across the ranks who live in SLA – either just during the
week or full time – view the experience.
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Participation
•

2,323 Responses – circa 20% of the RAF Living-In population

•

20% Commissioned

•

22% WO/SNCO

•

58% Junior ranks

•

82% Male 18% Female

The top participating Units in the RAF FF Living in Survey
208

196

185

174

171
151

140

136

124
107

102
80

Lossiemouth

High Marham Benson Waddington Brize Cranwell Odiham Northolt Honington Leeming Wittering
Wycombe
Norton
& HQ Air
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Your evidence
SECTION 1 - PEOPLE
Feeling valued
Do you feel valued by the RAF?

I don’t know
18%

Yes
24%

No
58%

1,336 Junior Rank personnel completed our survey
The majority of RAF personnel remain hugely proud and committed to the Service and their own role within
the RAF, as demonstrated by AFCAS 2016. Yet there remain, for some, individual frustrations that are evident
from the comments we captured: Some JOs and JRs feel undervalued by their immediate line management
and feel less empowered to meet their own vocational expectations and potential. This is an issue serious
enough for some to quote as a key factor in their intent either to leave early or not serve beyond their
current engagement.
More specifically, a significant body of young engineers report that their own day job is less technical than
they expected; in particular, TG 4 personnel reported that they felt that recruiting staffs had ‘mis-sold’ the
actual role and task of their trade.
Personnel report that striking the right and proper Work/Life balance is often difficult due to the exigencies
of the service (and their own professionalism in meeting operational commitments). Recent MoD initiatives in particular the impact of elements of the New Employment Model (NEM) and the uncertainty surrounding
the Future Accommodation Model (FAM) chime loud as key themes throughout the findings of the survey.
With respect to the NEM, the Armed Forces Pay Model 16 (particularly trade supplement placement) remains
an extremely emotive issue, especially amongst TG1 personnel and some RAF Medics.
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We were surprised by the extent to which the new pension remains a contentious issue for many. It’s less
the perceived reduction in what is paid against the ‘old’ schemes (although there were plenty of genuinely
angry comments about that) but more about when it is paid that is the issue. This is causing people to think
carefully about how to fill the ‘income gap’ between leaving the Service and receiving their pension – and
it’s evident that some are looking at leaving earlier than perhaps planned in order to pursue a second career
to fill that gap.

‘If your work environment in the hangar is poor and then you go back to a block that’s falling
apart, freezing cold and has no hot water – it makes you think what am I doing here?’
‘Lack of feeling valued/rewarded for effort expended.’
‘The benefits are reducing, the pension has got worse, the ability to achieve qualifications to
apply for early increases in pay has been taken away. Pay has been frozen for a lot of people,
promotion is poor.’
‘I am currently unsure what I wish to do, I am keeping a close eye on the jobs market to see if
there is better for me…I feel undervalued within my trade and that we are being given more
work with less personnel to complete it with no increase in pay and conditions.’
‘I do not feel valued as an Engineer Officer. The branch is increasingly being civilian contractedout to pers being paid significantly more. I am paid the same as a non-grad officer despite
a requirement for me to hold an accredited engineering degree and go for professional
recognition which is costly.’
‘Undervalued - particularly as a single person.’
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Do you intend to see out your current engagement?
I want to sign on
and extend my
Service
9%

No, I intend to
leave sooner
39%

Yes, I intend to
stay in the RAF
for my current
engagement
52%

‘I love the RAF and hope to be able to serve to 60 years old.’
‘Pay, Pension, CAAS and the prospect of FAM have all eroded the offer …’
‘Man power constraints mean I cannot do my job as well as I would like as there is too much
expected of me meaning if I do everything that is asked of me, I can complete none of it well.
It’s frustrating as I know I can do a better job but I am not afforded the opportunity.’
‘If I serve my 20 yrs to qualify for my pension, I will need to find another career at age 42 until
my pensionable age of 65. By this time, I predict that my civilian peers will have caught up
with me and will have the benefit of commercial awareness, which I will lack - leaving me
looking for jobs and being uncompetitive for employment. However, if I leave the Service
prior to age 35, I can use my management experience - unparalleled by civilians of the same
age - to my advantage in securing a job. I had initially chosen a permanent commission on
the basis of a pensionable age of 55, which I would have qualified for at age 40. This would
have meant that I would be well placed for life after the Service. Now that I do not have that
benefit, I will need to find another career after the RAF out of necessity, and it will be more
difficult the longer I serve for.’
‘I’ve had a fantastic career, but times have changed, the pay offer is no longer competitive in
my field and I can earn the same or a little more with my current experience whilst actually
being able to be with my family and live in my own home. Its such a shame too as I really love
serving my country and i’m proud to say that I’m in the RAF.’
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‘My trade (TG4) no longer does any of the practical work that I signed up for. We instead
have to escort contractors around camp who then carry out the work our trade is supposed
to do; It is extremely frustrating and disappointing that my trade rarely does any of the things
advertised by the AFCOs.’
‘The salary paid by the MOD is not competitive with what is available in civilian industry. The
pension incentive has now gone.’
‘The erosion of benefits, having my commitment bonus halved without notice or explanation,
the fact that I will not receive an incremental pay rise for several years because of the new pay
scales, resulting in a real terms pay cut.’
‘Although we do get good pay, the demands on what is expected is getting more and more
with less and less people and we are just expected to suck it up. The accommodation is just
awful and no one cares about single people in the RAF - it is all geared towards families and
people with partners, if you are truly single, no one cares.’
‘Under-resourced and currently covering 4 jobs - 3 were taken as savings without any attempt
to map what we are not going to do as a corresponding reduction in output. Concerns
highlighted but no response, vice the direction to “innovate”.’
‘Continual reduction in the offer, making civilian employment more competitive. Changes in
pension, changes in benefits and incentives. Poor promotion chances. ‘Doing more with less’
yet not providing the incentive for the people doing more.’
‘The constant erosion of the benefits associated with service life has a negative impact on my
desire to serve. ‘
‘I pay for a room in the Mess whilst paying a mortgage, something that I would not have to
do if I was married. This is a real sore point for single personnel, encouraged to buy private
houses, but then forced to live in the Mess during the week due to service requirements away
from my residential area of choice.’
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A significant number of personnel (again, engineers in the main) highlighted the increasing lure of employment
elsewhere – citing the stability and additional income available either elsewhere or indeed within the ‘Whole
Force’ as a contractor.
Another theme was the ‘Single v Married’ differences in allowances and charges (or not) for single
accommodation and the question is again asked about the applicability and sustainability of the current
allowance system to 21st Century modern lifestyle. This is a common issue for our personnel in a ‘long term
relationship’ (of which there are circa 40%) for they also feel disadvantaged by the same policies that are
perceieived to favour married personnel.
In broader terms, personnel talk of a dilution of the Service ‘offer’ and, whilst they understand that there is
no ‘contract’ per se between the RAF and themselves – many see recent changes as fiscally motivated and
a U- turn in respect of the unspoken moral obligation they felt existed between themselves and the Service
and its leaders.
Unsurprisingly, career management remained an extremely important theme throughout. Stability and
predictability were the 2 most important factors that were mentioned on numerous occasions. It was
pleasing to note also that 2/3rds of personnel were employed in an area of choice. Whilst there was some
negativity involving promotion prospects in some ranks/trades, personnel were in general content with the
treatment and personal input they had in their career management.
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Are you serving where you asked to serve?

No
33%

Yes
67%

Resilience and Morale
The RAF has a well-deserved reputation for the professionalism, energy and commitment displayed by its
personnel and their families. Our people are inherently resilient, capable and understand that Service life has
an upside and a downside. We (the RAF FF) have always found that personnel - as a generalisation – thought
the benefits of Service life (the ‘Offer’ or that unspoken moral ‘contract’) outweighed the disadvantages.
More recently, we have sensed that people feel that gap is closing; some feel it is already closed and,
inevitably, some feel that the disadvantages now outweigh the advantages for their particular circumstances
and expectations. Our anecdotal evidence suggests the majority remain pretty resilient and cope well with
whatever they are asked to do. But there is plenty of evidence – notably AFCAS 16 - to indicate that morale
is not great at present and this is borne out by our survey, where over 85% agree with AFCAS 16 that morale
is in decline.
In our report to the Armed Forces Pay Review Body in 2016 we highlighted that the high-end tempo of
deployment and training for some of our squadron personnel and force elements is unrelenting, impacting
both on those that deploy and those that do not but who invariably have to manage the gaps created.
A significant number of comments have mirrored this in our survey: Operational tempo versus available
manpower was often mentioned by both junior and more senior alike - with some leaders and managers
commenting on the second order effect on (and their inability to sustain): work/life balance, leave entitlement
(mostly their own) or for some the ability to undertake force development, sport and adventurous training.
However, what was reassuring was that approximately 75% of respondents were able to participate in AT
and station sport. Personnel commented specifically on concerns with respect to effective strength numbers
against establishment figures including having the requisite Suitably Qualified Experienced Personnel (SQEP)
available to deliver for all.
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Are you enjoying life in the RAF?

No
39%
Yes
61%

The 2016 Armed Forces Continuous Attitude Survey suggested that
RAF morale is poor and getting worse. Do you agree?

I disagree
3%

I don’t know
11%

I agree
86%
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What is your morale like?

34%

25%

25%

11%

5%

Very good

Good

Indifferent

Poor

Very poor

Are you able to participate in Adventure Training?
I don’t want to
5%

No
22%

Yes
73%
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‘Plenty of opportunity but I have been away a lot this year and missed events I wished to take
part in.’
‘Not enough personnel in my section to cover my duties if I have time away.’
‘I have done in the past but have been stopped for 2-3 years now as “work is too busy”.’
‘I value work/life balance over AT. It is hard to justify when I live and work away from my wife
and children.’

Are you able to participate in station sports when you want to? E.g. CO’s Cups

No
26%

Yes
74%

‘The job I do doesn’t have set hours as it is an operational role, so it is not always possible to
go when I want, however when the opportunity arises I can go.’

14
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Infrastructure
Another area of concern that came to the fore during this survey (and our unit visits) is the workplace
environment and its impact on both individual and unit morale. Personnel describe in some of our hangars,
bays and workshops a lack of preventive maintenance; under investment, shoddy repairs and an apparent
lack of priority, care and interest shown by the organisations involved. Some engineers speak of their
embarrassment when other nations operate or visit our facilities. Whilst self-help is recognized and utilised
as good working practice, sometimes it needs the timely and preventative intervention of the contractor.

‘Its hard to feel part of a modern RAF when there’s no heating and buildings are outdated’

Does the infrastructure of where you work
(i.e. the facilities), meet your expectations?

I didn’t have any
expectations
19%

Yes
35%

No
46%

‘A dated poorly maintained workplace can effect morale, productivity and state of mind’
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SECTION 2 – SINGLE LIVING ACCOMMODATION
86% of Service Personnel living in SLA would want to live somewhere
else under FAM
MOD FAM Report 2017

Around two thirds of our respondents declared their single accommodation to be adequate or better.
Extrapolation would indicate that leaves around 3,000 occupants who feel it is less than adequate. Over
half (4,500) of the comments we received were about accommodation and, while many were positive, the
majority were most certainly not.
It is important to re-iterate that about 35% of the RAF occupy SLA and, not surprisingly, it is those personnel
who reside in Grade 3 or 4 accommodation who feel the most marginalised. Single accommodation varies in
quality from what is very comfortable Grade 1 (SLAM) at the top of the pile to quite simply extremely poor
Grade 4 standard. What is unfortunate is that a mixture of both can exist on the same station and as a result
can lead on occasion (and evidenced here) to a rather unhelpful and de-motivating ‘have’s and have nots’
situation. Therefore, it is very important that the correct local management, supervision and duty of care of
the accommodation is applied.
There is also a rather unhelpful suggestion by some that personnel would choose to occupy lower- grade
accommodation because it is cheaper – generally we have found this not to be the case; our evidence indicates
circa 60% of occupants would be prepared to pay more if the quality of accommodation was improved to
match their expectations. Equally, many understand and appreciate that their accommodation charges are
subsidised but are quick to make the point that this is part of ‘the offer’ and that subsidies cannot excuse
poor quality and inadequate repair performance.
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97% of Service Personnel stated that the quality of accommodation
was most important to them
MOD FAM Report 2017

‘The non-public areas of the mess are decrepit and appear not to have had new paint, carpet
or wallpaper since the 1980s. Shared bathrooms in a similar state.’
‘I’m at the Officers Mess at RAF Valley. It’s in pretty good shape despite being built in 1957.
The heating makes all kinds of noises in the winter but, compared to most army messes I’ve
stayed in, it’s luxury.’
‘We have had no hot water in the accommodation for 4 weeks, the grade has been downgraded
to a grade 3.’
‘Multiple failures of heating and hot water supply…. This has been problematic for years but
since Jan 16 it has been progressively worse and the residents now face winter with having to
share a couple of toilets/showers between 60-70 personnel.’
‘Regularly have no heating or hot water, on average 2 days a week.’
‘There needs to be a communal area within each block that you can go to. Overall the SLAM
block is a good room for people living in.’
‘SLAM accommodation is very good , however there isn’t enough of it at key camps…e.g.
mine!’
‘I am proud of my Officers Mess – its history, facilities and the standard of public rooms –
however my enthusiasm is tempered by the poor state of my living accommodation.’
‘I’m alright - I’m in SLAM.’
‘My charges have recently been dropped from Grade 2 to 4 but I would much rather have
decent facilities and pay more.’
‘working conditions are fair , however, I am willing to PVR over living conditions.’
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How do you rate the quality/standard of your accommodation?
31%

31%

20%

10%

8%

Excellent

Good

Adequate

Poor

Very poor

‘I work on 5th generation aircraft but live in 1st generation accommodation’
‘Depends which block you’re in!’

For Junior Ranks it is apparent that some units either do not have any form of March In/Out (as stipulated
within JSP 464) or the robustness of the process is questionable. It cannot be considered appropriate
for a young airman or airwoman to be expected to take over a room that is both dirty and unclean and
which contains broken and unfit inventory items. However, this has been highlighted on several occasions
throughout the feedback. In older blocks the situation appears exacerbated by a poor general standard of
cleanliness including; carpets, décor and the general appearance of communal areas and facilities. Again, on
occasion OICs and SNCO ICs (or Accommodation Cell Staff) appear to be either absent, oblivious or apathetic
to their responsibilities. Occupants have also reported adversely regarding the lack of management and
supervision of current cleaning contracts especially within Barrack Blocks.
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‘When I moved in to my SLA I had no lights and a stained and mouldy mattress’.
‘I had to hire a carpet cleaner to ensure my room was clean enough to live in – the bed frame
was broken, window handles broken, sinks blocked and generally mouldy.’
‘The cleaning contract doesn’t actually stipulate what they need to clean and there are no
checks carried out – subsequently the communal areas are never cleaned properly.’

However, it is the subject of maintenance and the callout for repairs (including emergencies) that has caused
the majority of negative comments and concerns amongst the 4.5k responses. It would appear that a
regular practise by contractors is to attend on the 5th day after a customer repair request in order to meet
the contracted response time – but no actual work is carried out at that point. Moreover, a further wait of
up to 20 working days is frequently experienced. Many tell us that this is never communicated to occupants.
Whilst this may allow the contractor to ‘meet’ contracted KPIs, the reality is that some of our personnel are
being left without water/heating/ electricity for weeks or even months at a time. It is also concerning that
some comments question whether contractors will attend at all during week-ends for SLA emergencies.
And there is also ta view expressed in a number of comments that, in some Regional Prime Areas, different
response times have been negotiated and exist between SFA and SLA.
On the other hand, contractors tell us they often face severe difficulties repairing and maintaining
infrastructure suffering from years of little (if any) investment and minimum maintenance over long periods.
Finally, personnel currently on units that are to be closed due to current basing options report that little
money or effort is being expended and a ‘well were closing! ’ attitude prevails.

‘…my own job means that I am heavily involved with CarillionAmey and they openly state
they are a repair company and don’t care about superficial aspects (fit and finish) due to the
money allocated for jobs.’
‘No-one cares if things are wrong in your room – to be expected to put up with no lighting for
28 days and being told it’s the contract! is totally wrong.’
‘There are ridiculous waiting times for simple and essential facilities – a constant reminder of
how junior ranks are viewed.’
‘As PMC I have been pursuing an issue for 9 months and the root cause has not been fixed –
but patching has allowed for use although a health risk’. Everyone, except those that live in
the accommodation believes it is acceptable that CA have a month to fix and find parts.’
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How do you rate the maintenance
of your accommodation?

32%
30%

20%
15%

3%

Excellent

Good

Adequate

Poor

Very poor

For the circa 1,132 SLA occupants that responded, 34% stated that there is no reliable access to a WiFi
connection, either from a supplied contractor or privately. Personnel commented that this was having a
negative effect on their ability to undertake online personal development, education courses as well
as the day to day necessities of banking, shopping etc. Initiatives such as that of the RAF Association to
provide station WiFi in public areas on bases are well-received but many personnel, especially the younger
generation, clearly think that in this day and age WiFi provision is a basic requirement…one young airman
suggested it should be added to Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs!
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If there are communal areas available for
your use, how often do you use them?

38%

17%

17%
12%
7%

Never

Once or twice
a year

9%

Once or twice
a month

Once or twice
a week

Daily

There are no
communal
areas in my
accommodation

Do you have reliable internet access in your accommodation
(other than via your mobile phone)?

No
34%
Yes
66%

The number, standard and method of subsidising white goods, including most importantly washing machines
and dryers is strangely variable. Some stations have bought their own, utilising local funds and grants, others
have entered into a ‘coin operated’ contract and some have a mixture of both. Bizarrely it would appear
that you are most likely to have free access to washing and drying facilities as a junior rank if you reside in
Grade 1 or 2 SLAM.
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What is the condition/reliability of the white goods
(eg Washing Machine, Fridge etc) like?
35%

28%

22%

10%
5%

Excellent

Good

Adequate

Poor

Very poor

‘The best laundry facilities I have used – investing in industrial kit means it never breaks
despite heavy use.’
‘If I want to do my washing I nip over to the SLAM Block where its free.’

What is the grade of your accommodation?

13%

54%

13%

12%
8%
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Grade 1

Grade 2
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Grade 3

Grade 4

I don’t know

SECTION 3 – CATERING AND RETAIL
AFCAS 2016: Around a third of personnel (32%) are satisfied with the standard of catering from contractors
on their unit. When choosing where to eat, personnel rate quality (84%), value for money (72%) and choice
(64%) as the top three factors influencing their decision.
We received more than 2,000 comments about the contractor-provided Pay as You Dine (PAYD) service
within our messes; the provision of shops, bars and clubs and the customer feedback process.
Firstly, it is apparent that some stations are finding it difficult to conform to the contracted three-mess
system (particularly at weekends) and as result are combining messes. Anecdotal evidence talks about staff
shortages being at the centre of most of these issues. Personnel (especially Junior ranks) are unhappy with
having to share other facilities with SNCOs and Officers, something which appears particularly prevalent
at weekends This may go some way to explain also the frustration felt with regards to what is seen by a
significant number as inflexible opening hours (especially evening meal) which for Junior Ranks can routinely
finish as early as 1730 hrs. Personnel also comment that this undermines the core principle of PAYD as
they understood it i.e. – ‘flexibility of choice of what, where, and when to eat’. At some locations, standard,
amount and unhealthy choice of menus also comes in for some criticism.

‘Just living is the hardest thing to do – shift patterns and messing facilities do not sit hand
in hand anymore. I would like to have some element of cooking facilities installed within my
accommodation – so I can cook healthier meals.’
‘PAYD is good value for occasional use but appears expensive if used for every meal.’
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Do you think PAYD is good value for money or not?

I think PAYD is
not good value
for money
61%

I think PAYD is
good value for
money
39%

‘I rarely go to the Mess because of the poor quality.’
For personnel on some stations, the situation can be exacerbated by there being no kitchen facilities available
to personnel living in SLA who choose not to (or more importantly cannot due to shift timings, duties or work
commitments) eat in their respective messes.

Do you have cooking facilities in your accommodation?

No
49%

24
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Yes
51%

‘All of the cooking equipment has been stripped out and we are not allowed to cook in the
kitchen. It’s like living in a flat and the landlord saying you can pay to live here - you’re not to
cook but use my restaurant across the road. Wouldn’t expect this in civvy street, so why here?’
‘a microwave is not an adequate alternative to PAYD’
‘The facilities are reasonable in the kitchen. But this is due to people applying for funding –
not as a direct result of it being provided initially’

Issues around inflexible hours (e.g. no opening at weekends and most evenings closing at 1800 or 2000
hrs) and staff shortages seem to be mirrored in responses about some of the ‘singly-aimed’ retail outlets
– particularly on-base facilities, which are perceived to be consistently shut in favour of staff being utilised
elsewhere to cover shortages - with little or no warning. Invariably, comparisons are made with other
high street convenience providers. Personnel stated a lack of choice and non-competitive pricing as their
rationale for not using the shops, preferring in some cases to drive or walk off station to local stores, passing
the on-base shop en route. They recognise that pricing between supermarkets and convenience stores will
differ – but they are vocal that the current offer at some stations does not represent value for money.

‘laughably expensive’
‘Never open and never told why’
‘the shop looks like a scene from a zombie apocalypse movie due to the lack of stock’
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Do you use the SPAR/Shopping facilities on the unit?
35%

37%

15%
13%

Yes, frequently

Yes, occasionally

Yes, rarely

No

The ‘coffee culture’ (and Wi-Fi enabled) social areas provided are, unsurprisingly, extremely well received.
However, once again the opening times of the facilities come in for negative comment, particularly with our
junior ranks. And there remain some stations still without a Wi-Fi capability in social areas. Importantly many
report that after 1800 most of the facilities close. This has led to single personnel commenting that they
often feel that priority is given to Messes, married personnel and families and not enough effort is to support
the single, junior ranks cohort.
Finally, and most disappointingly, only 15% of personnel surveyed thought action would be taken following
an observation or issue raised by them with the contractor. Some personnel stated they had made comments
in the past – but that nothing had changed.

‘They don’t have great range at the SPAR. I prefer to travel to a supermarket.’
‘ I don’t buy much food as my mess is not PAYD and the quality is high.’
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Image: Participants in the RAF Cycling Association Downhill Inter-Station Race at Descend Bike Park, Hamsterley Forest, County Durham.
RAF Photographer. Contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0.
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